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Pipeline Safety Trust Releases 2022 State Regulator Website 
Transparency Reviews 
 
Three States Receive Perfect Scores: Illinois, Washington, and Nevada 
 
BELLINGHAM, Washington [Nov. 10, 2022] – The Pipeline Safety Trust (PST) is pleased to 
announce the release of its 2022 Website Transparency Reviews. Over the past ten years, PST 
has conducted an annual review of each state’s pipeline safety website to determine the 
amount of publicly available information and how accessible it is to members of the public. This 
year, we have included new forms of data visualization to help draw conclusions from the 
review.  
 
In 2022, three states: Illinois, Washington, and Nevada received perfect scores. However, there 
were five states and one district that significantly underperformed: Florida, Maryland, Vermont, 
Michigan, Rhode Island, and Washington D.C. 
 
When the public wonders about pipelines near their homes, they will often reach out to their 
state first to see how pipelines are regulated and to learn about the risks posed by pipelines. 
PST believes it is vital that the public have access to clear and concise information on pipeline 
safety and critical that state websites are up-to-date on necessary safety information as well as 
being easy to navigate.  
 
Our review process takes several factors into consideration. Among our criteria are how easily 
the site is found, accessibility to laws and regulatory authority information, data related to 
incidents and enforcement actions, inspection records, and information about the siting and 
routing process of new pipeline projects.  
 
“These state pipeline safety websites are a valuable resource for not only the public, but for 
local representatives and pipeline operators as well,” PST Program Manager Amanda McKay 



 
 

 
 

said. “It has been rewarding to see the improvement states have made over the last ten years 
and the dedication that some state program managers have toward increasing the 
transparency of their programs. We hope to see that same effort spread to states whose 
websites continue to lack transparency.”  
 
Read our blog post to learn more about the scoring rubric here and find our full report here, 
which features a deep dive into all the state websites and includes our brand-new data 
visualizations.  
 
Please contact Program Manager Amanda McKay if you’re interested in finding out more about 
our auditing or transparency review program.  
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About Pipeline Safety Trust: The Pipeline Safety Trust is a nonprofit public watchdog promoting 
pipeline safety through education and advocacy by increasing access to information, and by 
building partnerships with residents, safety advocates, government and industry, that result in 
safer communities and a healthier environment.  

 
  
 


